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1. Executive Summary 

ICAM (Identity, Credential, and Access Management) is often the most complex part of mission critical 

systems. This is particularly true in the case of PSFR (Public Safety First Responder) systems and 

processes which tend to lose rigor and effectiveness during the chaos of emergency response scenarios. 

ICAM requirements become even more complex in large multi-jurisdictional types of incidents (e.g., 

hurricanes, earthquakes, mass shootings).  

As part of a DHS SBIR initiative, CardSmart Technologies (CST) is proposing a new identity 

management ecosystem called ICAM-OTF (ICAM On-the-Fly). It is being designed and developed to: 

 Verify PSFR training 

 Optimize formation of ad hoc teams 

 Enable more efficient check-in and check-out processes 

 Get the right personnel to the right site already approved and prepared for duty 

 Build a repository of event related ICAM data for after action analysis/documentation 

 Replace paper processes 
 

Key findings from research, discovery, PSFR 

surveys, DHS studies, and community feedback 

were compiled into a Requirements Traceability 

(RT) Matrix to more effectively define the scope 

of this project and to identify potential risks. The 

requirements that emerged out of the RT Matrix 

have proven to be too intricate for a single one-

size-fits-all solution to deliver. Strategically, a 

modular approach that integrates separate 

subsystems, with each contributing targeted 

functionality, will result in a more useable, 

adaptable, and effective ICAM solution. 

ICAM-OTF will be cloud-based comprised of 

separate modular services that work together, 

employing a strategy of effectively coupled apps 

that allows for changes and updates with 

minimal impact to the overall solution. Six 

ICAM modules have emerged as particularly 

compelling and are suggested as the starting set of ICAM-OTF services:   

SmartMuster – Recruit/dispatch/organize the right personnel at the right time to the right place 

TeamBuilder – Optimized team forming based on verified PSFR skills and training 

TRACER – TRusted Access Credential for Emergency Responders 

TrainingRepo – Clearinghouse of verifiable certifications and training history for PSFRs 

RapidReady – Efficient onboarding; PSFRs are vetted, badged, briefed, and provisioned to equipment 

De-MOB – De-Mobilization and check-out processes where PSFR ID/training/performance records  

                  are updated and activity logs assembled for after action analysis and event documentation 

While not intended to be an exhaustive list, these services represent a strong foundation for ICAM-OTF. 

As this project progresses, undoubtedly there will emerge other concepts that can be addressed as 

necessary within the modular architecture of ICAM-OTF, either within the services above or in new 

ICAM services or modules in their own right and integrated with the total solution.    

… for a large-scale event, incident commanders or operational 
chiefs do not have records to verify the skill sets or qualifications 
of individuals that report through mutual aid or self-dispatch. 
There are a number of cases where responders claim to possess 
specialized skill sets when in fact they possess no verifiable 
credentials. Additionally, there have been instances where 
untrained civilians report and represent themselves as 
emergency responders ... it can be challenging to quickly locate 
personnel who possess specialized skill sets.    Goals:  

•   Provides electronic repository of all training records 
and certifications  

•   Allows user to search records by location, certification, 
type, and name  

•   Allows electronic submission of records  

•   Provides templates and support for rostering decisions  

•   Functions for individuals and teams  

•   Incorporates standard resource type and kind 
designation 

-- Page 74, Project Responder 5 (DHS 2016) 
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2. Example Scenario  

2.1 User Story Narrative 

This example scenario demonstrates the interplay between ICAM-OTF services and the added benefits 

and capabilities to responders that an integrated application suite of services provides. 

The Townsville Fair is held each summer and attracts over 100,000 people to a mostly rural 

community. Since the city employs seven police officers, has a volunteer fire department and just 

two ambulances, resources are requested from other jurisdictions, some even from out of state. 
The city has subscribed to the full suite of ICAM-OTF services and trained its personnel in the 

use and features of the various modules.  

This year, a threat of flash flooding exists and a concert featuring a popular band has been added 

to the agenda. The city emergency manager (EM) has been assigned to lead a unified command 
for the event. She recently implemented ICAM-OTF TeamBuilder service to assist with creating 

an Incident Action Plan (IAP) by identifying and validating the most appropriate personnel for 

planned events and any unplanned incidents. 

Lists of teams and desired capabilities are developed in the planning process. The EM draws up 

position-based rosters for each operational cycle during the fair.  Referencing TrainingRepo, she 

also creates a list of specialty experience and certifications necessary to support the anticipated 
events. For example, a swift water rescue team is needed, as are responders experienced at 

entertainment venues. 

Using ICAM-OTF SmartMuster, the EM defines the PSFR requirements. She thereby gains 

access to shared databases from participating organizations and jurisdictions. By using the secure 
connectivity of the Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network (e.g., FirstNet), data security is 

maintained. Data remains the property of its originating agency.  

Using natural language queries of SmartMuster, she is able to identify personnel within an 
appropriate travel distance she has defined who have the skills and experience the team needs. 

Available data on responders includes TRACER verified identification and insight into 

TrainingRepo where the level of training, and progress towards new certifications are managed 

for each responder. TrainingRepo also connects to the FEMA National Qualification System, a 
Communications Asset and Mapping Tool, a National EMT Registry, and other data sources for 

training and skills verification. By examining past incident histories, the EM uses the 

TeamBuilder wizard to assign individuals known to work well together, and with 
complementary skills. 

SmartMuster generates a request to each identified responder’s home agency, requesting 

participation at the fair. As approvals come in, the IAP is updated. If responders are not available, 
the system advises the EM to explore alternatives, suggesting personnel outside of the defined 

travel area. 

Once complete, RapidReady synchronizes rosters and other IAP data with smart device ICAM-

OTF services.  Prior to arrival at the staging area, TRACER service is used to confirm responder 
identities. Assignments and other mission information is then directly delivered to the 

participating responders through RapidReady. Upon arrival, a TRACER event badge has been 

pre-printed for the responder. Since the ICAM-OTF services are all in sync, responder check-ins 
and order confirmations are returned to the incident command’s TeamBuilder, where the EM can 

monitor progress. 

Part way through the fair weekend, a portion of the concert stage collapses. Off-duty responders 
throughout the area that have opted in (i.e., self-dispatched) using SmartMuster, providing a 

reservoir of pre-vetted personnel accessible through ICAM-OTF. Location services provide 
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further opportunities to mobilize a response quickly and efficiently. TrainingRepo empowers the 
EM to quickly identify nearby responders with search and rescue training, mass casualty 

experience, and crowd control skills. Upon reporting for duty, these new responders are processed 

with RapidReady enabling them to quickly join the response. 

As responders are released, De-MOB revokes their incident-specific access. The check-out 
process includes the electronic delivery of travel instructions (if necessary) and other 

communications. De-MOB updates databases and other sources to include performance at the 

incident. With De-MOB time-stamped ICAM-OTF logs, responder time is properly captured and 
categorized for the finance section. These activity logs also get imported into the draft after action 

report, providing a clearer understanding of the event, and important insights into future planning. 

 

2.2 Workflow 

The drawing below illustrates ICAM-OTF in operation through an incident lifecycle. 
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3. ICAM-OTF  Services – Detailed Functionality 

3.1 SmartMuster  

Incident Commanders (IC) are empowered to search surrounding locations for PSFRs 

with matching qualifications. This approach can work equally well when PSFRs are in 

the same local organization as the IC or, for multi-jurisdictional events, where personnel 

might be completely outside of the IC’s chain of command. PSFRs can use the mobile 

app to opt-in with their location and self-identify as available for muster. The 

SmartMuster service can also orchestrate self-dispatched responders.  

SmartMuster Workflow  

On-demand SmartMuster will typically follow these 
steps: 

1. Using ICAM-OTF/SmartMuster, IC enters 

criteria desired including: 

o Time of arrival needed 

o Minimum experience / training  

o Anticipated duration 

o Skills / special certifications 

o With / without their own equipment 

o How many personnel 
o Other personnel requirements 

2. SmartMuster finds PSFR matches based on 

criteria and PSFRs within a defined/calculated 

range  

3. IC can review all candidate PSFRs and down select a set for further 

ICAM verification and muster  

4. PSFR is sent notification and can accept/reject invitation 

5. Engaged PSFR transitions to ICAM-OTF remote onboarding 

(RapidReady service) 

6. IC is provided estimated time of arrival of dispatched responders  

7. IC is transitioned to TeamBuilder to place PSFR into a team and assign 

tasking 
 

3.2 TeamBuilder 

Empower the Incident Commander to create optimally resourced teams considering PSFR 

identity/qualifications/training/certifications.  These crewing decisions can also feed the 

IAP (Incident Action Plan) process. 

TeamBuilder includes tools to draft 

an IAP consistent with crewing 

requirements and resources. TeamBuilder works 

in tandem with SmartMuster to determine and 

locate the most effective combinations of trained 

PSFRs. Ultimately this process of assembling 

optimal teams will be augmented by AI and 

machine learning where appropriate.   

TeamBuilder Workflow   

1. Pool of dispatched PSFRs are populated from 

SmartMuster  

2. Rosters of protected personnel are generated 

3. Strive for a balance of experience & training 
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4. Optimal teams may have a mix of local and non-local personnel 

5. Create leadership hierarchy 

6. Output team information to RapidReady 
7. Update the IAP 

Over time, TeamBuilder will likely evolve to include situational awareness of identities. With visibility of 

the team members including full verified identity, skills, and training throughout the event, incident 

commanders will be able to: 

 Verify and continuously vet identities; confirm training and certifications 

 Apply new ICAM information as it becomes available   

 Reassign in the event of injury or change in priorities; combine/divide teams in real time 

 

3.3 TRACER 

TRACER is a universally verifiable identity credential for PSFRs and integral to the 

operation of the other ICAM-OTF services. TRACER incorporates some attributes of a 

federated identity model where different organizations will accept other credentials based 

on reciprocal trust. Credential characteristics include: 

 Widely accepted (and verifiable); highly portable 

 Provide for both low (provisional) and high-level assurance 

 Multi-modal; credential can be issued in multiple mediums such as digital or printed 

 When used in conjunction with RapidReady, allows for in-the-field issuance  

This will likely be an electronic 

(digital wallet) and/or a trusted 

body-worn credential that was 

favored by many survey 

respondents. Even in the case 

where an event specific badge is 

issued, it would be linked back 

to a verifiable identification 

record. A PSFR unique QR 

code, and/or PKI certificate will 

be present on every TRACER 

credential instance (in whatever 

electronic/printed form it takes) 

as the verified link back to an 

authoritative source. Through 

the TRACER service, all PSFRs 

should be eligible for a 

provisional measure of secured 

verification. PSFRs can escalate 

to a higher level of verification 

by applying for and receiving a 

High Assurance TRACER ID.   

Initially it may prove difficult to bring the thousands of local organizations (each with their own badging 

system and rules) into this process. One approach to building the subscriber base is to leverage login.gov, 

trusted traveler, or other existing federal identity infrastructures for enabling PSFRs to register to the 

TRACER service.    
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3.4 TrainingRepo 

TrainingRepo is an electronic repository of all training records and certifications that 

comprise a verifiable training history for every PSFR. This service would be offered through 

voluntary participation by PSFRs. Those that choose to have their training managed will 

find significant advantages as they prepare for incident assignments.  Training records will 

either need to be self-reported by PSFRs and/or verified through connections with external systems (ex. 

FEMA-NIMS/NQS, EMS,gov, state/local sources). 

TrainingRepo will also help to address these related training verification challenges:   

 Lacking common vocabulary and 

definitions of PSFR trainings, 

qualifications, and experience 

guidelines; missing is the role 

that is often filled by a standards 
body 

 Disparate or no authoritative 

sources to verify individual PSFR 

certifications, training, skills, 
experiences, etc. 

 Difficult to replace legacy paper-

based training processes  

Initially, TrainingRepo will support the use of searchable electronic position task books (ePTB). 

Leadership can use the familiar PTB format to confirm experience and training status. 

 

3.5 RapidReady 

It can be incredibly frustrating in a multi-day event (wildfire, hurricane clean-up, etc.) as 

PSFRs hurry to the disaster site, only to wait through a lengthy onboarding process prior 

to being tasked for duty. Efficiency can be realized by starting the onboarding while 

PSFRs are in transit. ICAM-OTF RapidReady service introduces remote onboarding 

support for: 

 Vetting; includes identity proofing, training verification, other background checking 

 Enabling PSFRs to review briefings and mission-critical information  

 Issuing event-unique TRACER badge; pre-printed body worn ID badge, or email electronic 

credentials  

 Letting self-dispatched responders notify command of their arrival on scene 

 Provisioning equipment and accounts 

 Directing PSFRs to staging areas and other mobilization guidance 

 Providing for other preparation tasking before PSFRs physically arrive on site 

 

RapidReady Workflow  

1. PSFR has acknowledged SmartMuster dispatch notification and is in transit  

2. Required paperwork is automatically prefilled with data from SmartMuster process  

3. Shared drive is created for exchange of documents and mission instructions 
4. Identity verification achieved using TRACER service; remote proofing with CompositeID 

5. Verification  of experience and training records through TrainingRepo 
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6. IAP roster is developed and synchronized with portable devices serving the logistics staff 
checking resources into an incident on the scene in real time 

7. Control admittance to disaster area; align people to appropriate responsibilities, all in the field 

and in real time; coordination with TeamBuilder service 

        

                          

3.6 De-MOB 

When responders are demobilized from an incident, the De-

MOB service will process PSFR check-out, similar to the 

check-in process. Since all personnel are explicitly checked in 

and out of the incident, no one is left unaccounted.  Any 

updated information (date and time of de-mobilization, 

injuries, commendations, updated position task book entries, etc.) are 

approved and uploaded from the De-MOB administrator console. De-MOB 

service seamlessly integrates with TrainingRepo to update each 

respondent’s recorded history with skills/training credit for time served. 

The event-specific time-sensitive credential is returned and destroyed 

securely. De-MOB delivers return travel information to the responder in 

the same manner as deployment messages. ICAM-OTF captures/audits all 

activity including personnel hours which can be correlated with home 

agencies. 

Meaningful after-action analysis is also important. The De-MOB EventLog 

creates a chronology of all ICAM activities throughout the course of an 

incident. All identity related actions and event timelines are recorded for auditing, training, and historical 

analysis. This includes identities that are: mustered, vetted, authenticated, credentialed, provisioned, 

assigned, and released.   
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4. Conclusions 

An impactful ICAM-OTF solution has begun to coalesce around the six next generation ICAM services 

introduced in this white paper. By presenting essential ICAM functionality as a set of services, we hope to 

inspire discussion and consensus-building among PSFRs and stakeholders. Specifically, we see a 

migration to a more universal authentication process, more effective vetting and identity proofing, 

interoperability and accessibility of ICAM data, standardized processes for updating and verifying 

training records, greater efficiencies with incident response and personnel management, and broader 

adoption of ICAM best practices.   

Going forward, a more formal architecture will emerge to include connectivity to appropriate 

authoritative sources. This will include more detailed models, navigation structure, data dictionaries, web 

service definitions, and polished design elements for web and mobile. The build phase for ICAM-OTF 

will bring to life the six ICAM services described in this document, seamlessly integrated, and tuned 

specifically for emergency response scenarios. 
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